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The CEO of a promising start-up company is found dead in a luxurious hotel room. Two men who

underwent what were supposed to be simple surgical procedures died on the operating table in two

different hospitals. Are the deaths related? Ronnie Saar, a newly promoted partner in a leading

venture capital fund, is unexpectedly nominated to chair the board of a successful pharmaceutical

startup company. But before he can reap the rewards of his promotion, he must deal with these

unexpected deaths and other ominous developments that threaten his and his soon-to-be bride

lives.His attempts to get to the truth expose a bitter reality: In the business world, money is more

valuable than human lives.>>>Fast-paced thrillerRonnie has a lot to lose. His job, the bright future

with the woman he loves and if not playing it safe â€“ his life. Everybody around him offers the same

advice â€“ sell and move on with your life. But as his best friend Gady, a former military investigator

in the Israeli army, discovers â€“ things are not what they seem. A mysterious and powerful player

has his own plan and he has no intention to stop until it is accomplished.Green Kills is a fast-paced

thriller with a complex plot exposing what goes on behind closed doors at the big money making

firms. It leads the reader down the complicated path of venture capital fundsâ€™ decision-making,

all the way to the unexpected finale. The author is an experienced and successful high-tech

entrepreneur who also worked more than thirteen years as a venture capitalist in Israeli and

American venture capital funds. This book provides an intimate look behind the scenes of the

mysterious "high-tech" world.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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I am a lawyer. If I did not know otherwise, I would be willing to swear Avi Domoshevizki is a lawyer

too. I was impressed by his accurate and professional descriptions of legal negotiations and

processes as well as his deep knowledge to the smallest details. Yet, sticking to the details does not

derogate from the thrill and suspense of the plot. There is not a single dull moment throughout the

whole book. That's what I call a professional at work. Green kills is an imaginary thriller but I still

cannot get rid of the nagging thought  "can the scenario the author describes happen in the

real world?" A frightening thought I must admit.

Green-kills is a thrilling combination of Science and Fiction.From the very first paragraph I realized I

am "trapped": I just couldn't stop reading!The interesting insight into the VC's world along with a

dynamic thriller story made me reading the book from start to end in "one leg".Watching my

husband for many years as startup entrepreneur, and getting to understand the challenges on the

startup side, the author disclosed an interesting glance on how decisions and actions are being

executed on the other side of the "barricade", and how personal life and business events can take

unpredictable turns on critical milestones. The author's sharp language blended with cynic humor,

the surprising events and unexpected turns , pulled me into the story and I couldn't even take a

break until reaching the end.Thank you Mr. Domoshevizki for the interesting adventure you shoved

me into, and looking forward for your next book.

Wow, if you don't know what a venture capital fund is then read this book. Avi Domoshevizki really

knows his stuff. Ronnie Saar is a former Israeli soldier and now a very rich partner in a leading

venture capital fund. Suddenly people are dying and it may be from the pharmaceutical company he

is chair of. His life is threaten, but Ronnie calls in his best friend Gady, a military investigator and

together it is up to them to expose what goes on behind closed doors. It is a powerful statement to

today's venture capital funds' decision making. A must read, I could not put the book down.



One of those books that you do not want to stop reading, and if you need to  you are looking

for the next opportunity to return to it. The book is fascinating, intelligent, fluent and surprising. More

important - it enables familiarity with the world that the author knows personally, the world of

high-tech companies and venture capital funds, and the personal challenges and difficulties they

raise. And the additional interesting aspect of the book  it focuses on the success of Israeli

entrepreneurs in the venture capital industry in the US, and the success of this industry in Israel

itself. Highly recommended.

Excellent thriller that its fluently flowing drama kept me reading till very late at night. A lot of twists

surprise the reader every few pages yet the author's elegant and smooth writing keeps the story

reliable and appealing.I am a high tech veteran and as such my memory was triggered from time to

time and a smile spread over my face remembering similar situations I was involved in or heard

about from my colleagues.Highly recommended to those who know and to those who want to learn

about the fascinating yet sometime cruel world of venture capital and startups.

I love financial thrillers as well as medical mysteries. Green Kills provided me with a great

opportunity to enjoy both of the worlds. It is a fast pace story telling with a surprising twist for an

ending. The characters are unique and evolve properly along the book. The startup world is

something I knew nothing about before I read the book. I found it to be a remarkable and enjoyable

opportunity to reveal the dark side of the high tech world, told in a very realistic way by a talented

veteran in this field.

The story was captivating and kept me interested for the entire novel; but calling it a"mystery

medical thriller" was not correct in my mind. Yes the real villain was not disclosed till the end but

calling it "a thriller" was a bit much. However I do look forward for this author's next novel.

If you like to visit worlds that are new to you, by reading a great suspense book  then this is

the book for you. And if the world of venture capital and hi-tech is NOT new to you  as in my

case  then you will enjoy even more! Because you will be able to see the little things that only

insiders can see. The author really knows this world, but no less than that  is a great story

teller. From the moment I started reading the book, I really could not put it down until I reached the

last page. When is the next book published? I can't waitÃ¢Â€Â¦
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